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1. Introduction

The Gaussian and Fourier Transform (GFT) method is a first-principles quantum chemistry approach based on the Gaussian basis set, which can take into account the periodic boundary condition (PBC). (Shimazaki et al. 2009) The quantum chemistry method has mainly concentrated on isolated molecular systems even if target system becomes large such as DNA molecules and proteins, and the periodic nature does not appear. However, chemists have been recently paying much attention to bulk materials and surface, which cover electrochemical reaction, photoreaction, and catalytic behaviour on the metal or semiconductor surfaces. The periodic boundary condition in the first principles (ab-initio) approach is a strong mathematical tool for handling those systems. In addition to this, the momentum (k-space) description for the electronic structure helps us to understand essential physical and chemical phenomena on those systems. Therefore, it is an inevitable desire to extend the ordinary quantum chemistry method toward the periodic boundary condition. The crystal orbital method is a straight-forward extension for the purpose. (Hirata et al. 2010; Ladik 1999; Pisani et al. 1988) However, the crystal orbital method naturally faces a challenging problem to calculate the Hartree term due to the long-range behavior of the Coulomb potential. The method requires for infinite lattice sum calculations with respect to two electron integral terms, which intensively takes CPU costs even if some truncation is employed. Therefore, several computational techniques, such as sophisticated cutoff-criteria and the fast multi-pole method (FMM), have been developed to cope with the problem. (Delhalle et al. 1980; Kudin et al. 2000; Piani et al. 1980) In this chapter, we explain an efficient method using Fourier transform technique and auxiliary plane wave, whose description is suitable for the periodic boundary condition, to calculate the periodic Hartree term. Our method is based on the Gaussian basis set and the Fourier (GFT) transform method, thus we refer to our method as the GFT method. In the GFT method, the Hartree (Coulomb) potential is represented by auxiliary plane waves, whose coefficients are obtained by solving Poisson’s equation based on the Fourier transform technique. However, the matrix element of the Hartree term is
determined in the real-space integration including Gaussian-based atomic orbitals and plane waves. We can employ a recursive relation to achieve the integration, as discussed later. Conversely, we can employ the effective core potential (ECP) instead of explicitly taking into account core electrons in the GFT method. This chapter will demonstrate several electronic band structures obtained from the GFT method to show the availability of our method for crystalline systems.

We try to develop the GFT method to become an extension of the ordinary quantum chemistry method, whereas our method employs the different integration algorithm for the Hartree term. Therefore, the various quantum chemistry techniques can be easily incorporated into the GFT method. In this chapter, we discuss the effect on the Hartree-Fock fraction term in the electronic structure calculation for solid-state materials. In first-principles calculations of crystalline and surface systems, local or semi-local density functional theory (DFT) is usually employed, but the use of the HF fraction can expand the possibility of DFT. The HF fraction is frequently adopted in the hybrid DFT functional, especially in the field of the quantum chemistry. It has been proved that the electronic structure description of the hybrid DFT method is superior compared with the local density (LDA) and generalized gradient approximations (GGA) in molecular systems. However, the hybrid DFT method is rarely adopted for crystalline and surface systems because of its larger computational cost.

When we discuss the hybrid DFT method in crystalline and surface systems, the concept of screening on the exchange term is imperative. The concept has been already taken into account in the HSE hybrid-DFT functional, which is proposed by Heyd et al. in 2003.(Heyd et al. 2003) On the other hand, the GW approximation handles the concept, whereas it is not in DFT framework.(Aryasetiawan et al. 1998; Hedin 1965) In the Coulomb hole plus screened exchange (COHSEX) approximation of the GW method, the screened exchange term is explicitly described. Thus, its importance has been recognized at early stage of first-principles calculations. However, the relationship between the hybrid-DFT method and the screening effect has not been paid attention so much. Recently, we propose a novel screened HF exchange potential, in which the inverse of the static dielectric constant represents the fraction of HF exchange term,(Shimazaki et al. 2010; Shimazaki et al. 2008; Shimazaki et al. 2009 b) The screened potential can be derived from a model dielectric function, which is discussed in Section III, and can give an interpretation how the screening effect behaves in semiconductors and metals. In addition, it will be helpful to present a physical explanation for the HF exchange term appeared in the hybrid-DFT method. In order to show the validity of our physical concept, we demonstrate several band structure calculations based on our screened HF exchange potential, and show that our concept on the screening effect is applicable to semiconductors. In this chapter, the screened HF exchange potential is incorporated with the GFT method, whereas it does not need to stick to the GFT method. The GFT method is based on the Gaussian-basis formalism, and therefore we can easily introduce the hybrid-DFT formalism for PBC calculations.

2. Gaussian and Fourier Transform (GFT) method

2.1 Crystal Orbital method
First we briefly review the crystal orbital method, which is a straight-forward extension of the quantum chemistry method to consider the periodic boundary condition.(Hirata et al. 2009; Hirata et al. 2010; Ladik 1999; Pisani et al. 1988; Shimazaki et al. 2009 c) The Bloch
function (crystal orbital) for solid-state material is obtained from the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) expansion as follows:

$$b_j^\alpha(r) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{K}} \sum_{\alpha} \sum_{Q} \exp(i \mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{Q}) d_{\alpha,j}(\mathbf{k}) \chi^0_{\alpha}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

Where $\mathbf{Q}$ is the translation vector. The total number of cells is $K = K_1 K_2 K_3$, where $K_1$, $K_2$, and $K_3$ are the number of cells in the direction of each crystal axis, and $\mathbf{k}$ is the wave vector. $\chi^0_{\alpha} = \chi_{\alpha}(\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{Q} - \mathbf{r}_s)$ is the $\alpha$-th atomic orbital (AO), whose center is displaced from the origin of the unit cell at $\mathbf{Q}$ by $\mathbf{r}_s$. $d_{\alpha,j}^\mu$ is the LCAO coefficient, which is obtained from the Schrödinger equation as follows:

$$h(k)d_j^\mu = \lambda_j^\mu S(k)d_j^\mu$$ \hspace{1cm} (2-1)$$

$$d_j^\mu = (d_{1,j}^k, d_{2,j}^k, \ldots, d_{\alpha,j}^k, \ldots, d_{M,j}^k)^T$$ \hspace{1cm} (2-2)$$

$$h(k) = \sum_{Q} \exp(i \mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{Q}) h(Q)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2-3)$$

$$S(k) = \sum_{Q} \exp(i \mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{Q}) S(Q)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2-4)$$

$$d^\mu_j S(k)d_j^\nu = \delta_{j,j'}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (2-5)$$

Here, the Hamiltonian and the overlap matrices are given by $[h(Q)]_{\alpha \beta} = \langle \chi^0_{\alpha} | \hat{h} | \chi^0_{\beta} \rangle$ and $[S(Q)]_{\alpha \beta} = \langle \chi^0_{\alpha} | \chi^0_{\beta} \rangle$, respectively. $\hat{h}$ is the one-electron Hamiltonian operator, and $Q = Q_2 - Q_1$. The Hamiltonian matrix is composed of the following terms:

$$h(Q) = T(Q) + V_{NA}(Q) + V_{Hartree}(Q) + V_{XC}(Q)$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

Here, $T(Q)$ represents the kinetic term, whose matrix element is obtained from $[T(Q)]_{\alpha \beta} = \langle \chi^0_{\alpha} | -\frac{1}{2} \nabla^2 | \chi^0_{\beta} \rangle$. $V_{NA}(Q)$ is the nuclear attraction term, which is obtained from $[V_{NA}(Q)]_{\alpha \beta} = \langle \chi^0_{\alpha} | \sum_{\alpha} -\frac{Z_{\alpha}}{||\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{R}_{\alpha}||} | \chi^0_{\beta} \rangle$, $V_{Hartree}(Q)$ is the Hartree term, and $V_{XC}(Q)$ is the exchange-correlation term. For example, the exchange-correlation term in the HF approximation is expressed using $r_{12} = |\mathbf{r}_1 - \mathbf{r}_2|$ as follows,

$$[V_{Fock}(Q)]_{\alpha \beta} = -\sum_{\gamma} \sum_{Q_1 Q_2} D_{\gamma \beta}(Q_1 - Q_2) \int \chi^0_{\alpha}(\mathbf{r}_1) \chi^0_{\gamma}(\mathbf{r}_1) \frac{1}{r_{12}} \chi^0_{\beta}(\mathbf{r}_2) \chi^0_{\gamma}(\mathbf{r}_2) d\mathbf{r}_1 d\mathbf{r}_2$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

Here the AO-basis density matrix $D$ is obtained from the following equation.

$$D_{\alpha \beta}(Q) = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k} \sum_{j} f_{FD}(E_F - \lambda_j^k) d_{\alpha,j}^k d_{\beta,j}^k \exp(i \mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{Q})$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)$$
Where \( f_{FD}(E_f - \lambda_j^k) \) and \( E_f \) are the Fermi-Dirac distribution function and the Fermi energy, respectively.

### 2.2 Gaussian and Fourier Transform (GFT) method

In the crystal orbital method, the calculation of the Hartree term is the most time-consuming part due to the long-range behavior of the Coulomb potential. The electron-electron repulsion integrals need to be summed up to achieve numerical convergence. In order to avoid the time-consuming integrations, we employ the Hartree (Coulomb) potential with the plane-wave description and the Fourier transform technique (Shimazaki et al. 2009a). In the method, we divided the nuclear attraction and Hartree terms into core and valence contributions as follows.

\[
V_{\text{Hartree}}(Q) = V_{\text{Hartree}}^{\text{core}}(Q) + V_{\text{Hartree}}^{\text{valence}}(Q)
\]

\[
V_{\text{NA}}(Q) = V_{\text{NA}}^{\text{core}}(Q) + V_{\text{SR-NA}}^{\text{valence}}(Q) + V_{\text{LR-NA}}^{\text{valence}}(Q)
\]

The above equation is obtained by simply dividing the terms into core and valence contributions, where \( V_{\text{NA}}^{\text{core}}(Q) \) and \( V_{\text{NA}}^{\text{valence}}(Q) \) are the nuclear attraction and Hartree terms for the core contribution, respectively. \( V_{\text{SR-NA}}^{\text{valence}}(Q) \) and \( V_{\text{LR-NA}}^{\text{valence}}(Q) \) are the short-range (SR) and long-range (LR) nuclear attraction terms, respectively, for the valence contribution. \( V_{\text{valence}}^{\text{Hartree}}(Q) \) is the Hartree term for the valence contribution. The electron-electron and electron-nuclear interactions of the core contribution are directly determined based on the conventional quantum chemical (direct lattice sum) calculations. However, this lattice sum calculations does not intensively consume CPU-time, because core electrons are strongly localized, and therefore its potential-tail rapidly decays to cancel the core nuclear charges.

We will discuss the effective core potential (ECP) for core electrons in the next section. On the other hand, the contribution of valence electrons is considered by using the Poisson’s equation and the Fourier transform. In order to divide the terms into core and valence contributions, we introduce the following core and valence electron densities.

\[
\rho(r) = \sum_a \sum_{\beta} \sum_{Q_1,Q_2} D_{\alpha\beta}(Q_2 - Q_1) \chi_{\alpha}^{Q_1}(r) \chi_{\beta}^{Q_1}(r) \equiv \rho^{\text{core}}(r) + \rho^{\text{valence}}(r)
\]

\[
\rho^{\text{valence}}(r) = \sum_{\text{valence}} \sum_{\alpha} \sum_{Q_1,Q_3} D_{\alpha\beta}(Q_3 - Q_1) \chi_{\alpha}^{Q_1}(r) \chi_{\beta}^{Q_1+Q_3}(r)
\]

\[
\rho^{\text{core}}(r) = \rho(r) - \rho^{\text{valence}}(r)
\]

Here, \( \rho(r) \) is the total electron density, and \( \rho^{\text{core}}(r) \) and \( \rho^{\text{valence}}(r) \) are the core and valence electron densities, respectively. The Hartree potential is divided into core and valence components on the basis of eq. (7) as follows:

\[
V_{\text{Hartree}}(r) = \int \frac{\rho(r')}{|r-r'|} dr' = \int \frac{\rho^{\text{core}}(r')}{|r-r'|} dr' + \int \frac{\rho^{\text{valence}}(r')}{|r-r'|} dr'
\]

\[
\equiv V_{\text{Hartree}}^{\text{core}}(r) + V_{\text{Hartree}}^{\text{valence}}(r)
\]
The “core” Hartree term in the GFT method is obtained from the “core” contribution of the density matrix as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\left[ V^{\text{core \ Hartree}}_\text{core} (Q) \right]_{\alpha\beta} &= \langle \chi_\alpha^0 | V^{\text{core \ Hartree}}_\text{core} | \chi_\beta^Q \rangle \\
&= \sum_\gamma \sum_\delta \sum_{Q_1, Q_2} D_{\gamma\delta} (Q_1 - Q_2) \langle \chi_\alpha^0 \chi_\gamma^Q | \chi_\beta^0 \chi_\delta^Q \rangle \\
&+ \sum_\gamma \sum_\delta \sum_{Q_1, Q_2} D_{\gamma\delta} (Q_1 - Q_2) \langle \chi_\alpha^0 \chi_\gamma^Q | \chi_\beta^0 \chi_\delta^Q \rangle \\
&+ \sum_\gamma \sum_\delta \sum_{Q_1, Q_2} D_{\gamma\delta} (Q_1 - Q_2) \langle \chi_\alpha^0 \chi_\gamma^Q | \chi_\beta^0 \chi_\delta^Q \rangle \\
&= \int \int \chi_\alpha^0 (r_1) \chi_\beta^0 (r_2) \chi_\gamma^Q (r_1) \chi_\delta^Q (r_2) dV_1 dV_2
\end{align*}
\] (9-1)

The lattice sum over a small number of sites is required since the core electrons are strongly localized around the center of the nucleus and their electron charges are thus perfectly compensated by the core nuclear charges. On the other hand, the “valence” Hartree term in the GFT method can be taken into account through the following Poisson’s equation, where we can employ Fourier transform technique to solve the equation.

\[
\nabla^2 V^{\text{valence \ Hartree}} (r) = -4\pi \rho^{\text{valence}} (r)
\] (10-1)

\[
V^{\text{valence \ Hartree}} (r) = \frac{4\pi}{N_{\text{FT}}} \sum_G \frac{\rho(G)}{G^2} \exp(iG \cdot r)
\] (10-2)

\[
\rho(G) = \sum_{r_\gamma} \rho(r_\gamma) \exp(-iG \cdot r_\gamma)
\] (10-3)

We can employ a fast Fourier transform (FFT) method, and \( r_\gamma \) represents a grid point for the FFT calculations. Thus, the “valence” Hartree term is obtained as follows,

\[
\begin{align*}
\left[ V^{\text{valence \ Hartree}}_\text{valence} (Q) \right]_{\alpha\beta} &= \langle \chi_\alpha^0 | V^{\text{valence \ Hartree}}_\text{valence} | \chi_\beta^Q \rangle \\
&= \frac{4\pi}{N_{\text{FT}}} \sum_G \frac{\rho(G)}{G^2} \langle \chi_\alpha^0 \exp(iG \cdot r) | \chi_\beta^Q \rangle
\end{align*}
\] (11)

In the above equation, we omit the term of \( G = 0 \). The term will be discussed later.

The nuclear attraction potential is also divided into core and valence components:

\[
V^{\text{N.A.}} (r) = \sum_A \frac{Z_A}{|r - R_A|} = \sum_A \frac{Z^{\text{core}}_A}{|r - R_A|} + \sum_A \frac{Z^{\text{valence}}_A}{|r - R_A|} = V^{\text{core \ N.A.}} (r) + V^{\text{valence \ N.A.}} (r)
\] (12)

Here, \( Z_A \) is the nuclear charge for atom number \( A \). The “core” nuclear charge \( Z^{\text{core}}_A \) is defined as follows.

\[
Z^{\text{core}}_A = \sum_{a=A} \sum_\gamma \sum_\delta D_{\gamma\delta} (Q) S_{\gamma a} (Q) + \sum_{a=A} \sum_\beta \sum_Q D_{\gamma\delta} (Q) S_{\gamma a} (Q) + \sum_{a=A} \sum_\beta \sum_Q D_{\gamma\delta} (Q) S_{\gamma a} (Q)
\] (13)
The remaining charge is assigned as the “valence” nuclear charge as follows.

\[ Z_A^{\text{valence}} = Z_A - Z_A^{\text{core}} \]  

(14)

The “core” nuclear attraction term is obtained as follows.

\[ \left[ V_{0A}^{\text{core}} (Q) \right]_{a \beta} = - \left\{ \chi_\alpha^0 \left| V_{0A}^{\text{core}} \chi_\beta^0 \right| \right\} = - \left\{ \chi_\alpha^0 \sum_A \frac{Z_A^{\text{core}}}{|r - R_A|} \left| \chi_\beta^0 \right| \right\} \]  

(15)

Note that the “core” and “valence” nuclear charges are renewed in each self-consistent field (SCF) cycle. In the GFT method, the “valence” nuclear attraction potential is divided into short-range (SL) and long-range (LR) contributions, where \( V_{VA}^{\text{valence}} = V_{SR-NA}^{\text{valence}} + V_{LR-NA}^{\text{valence}} \) by using the following error function (erf) and complementary error function (erfc).

\[ \frac{1}{r} \text{erf}(wr) + \frac{1}{r} \text{erfc}(wr) = \int_0^r \exp\left(-t^2\right) dt \]  

(16-1)

\[ \text{erf}(wr) = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_0^r \exp\left(-t^2\right) dt \]  

(16-2)

The short range (SR) “valence” nuclear attraction term is determined from the complementary error function (erfc) and the “valence” nuclear charges as follows,

\[ \left[ V_{SR-NA}^{\text{valence}} (Q) \right]_{a \beta} = - \left\{ \chi_\alpha^0 \left| V_{SR-NA}^{\text{valence}} \chi_\beta^0 \right| \right\} = - \left\{ \chi_\alpha^0 \sum_A Z_A^{\text{valence}} \text{erfc} \left( \sqrt{|r - R_A|} \right) \left| \chi_\beta^0 \right| \right\} \]  

(17)

The long range (LR) “valence” nuclear attraction term is obtained as follows,

\[ \left[ V_{LR-NA}^{\text{valence}} (Q) \right]_{a \beta} = - \left\{ \chi_\alpha^0 \frac{Z_A^{\text{valence}} \text{erf} \left( \sqrt{|r - R_A|} \right) \left| \chi_\beta^0 \right|} {4 \pi \sum_A \sum_G \left( \frac{Z_A^{\text{valence}}}{G^2} \right) \exp \left( - \frac{G^2}{4 \eta} \right) \chi_\alpha^0 (r) \chi_\beta^0 G \cdot r \right\} \]  

(18)

In order to derive the above representation, we use the following equation.

\[ \int \frac{\text{erf}(\sqrt{|r|}) \exp(-G \cdot r) dr}{r} = \frac{4 \pi}{G^2} \exp\left( - \frac{4 \eta}{G^2} \right) \]  

(19)

Equation (18) does not include the term of \( G = 0 \). The term will be discussed with the corresponding term of the Hartree potential in the section 2.4.

### 2.3 Effective Core Potential (ECP) and total energy formula

If the effective core potential (ECP) is employed together with the GFT method, the core electron density, \( \rho^{\text{core}} (r) \), and nuclear charges, \( Z_A^{\text{core}} \), become zero, and the ECP term of
V_{ECP} is used for the Fock matrix instead of core contributions of the nuclear attraction and Hartree terms as follows,

\[ h(Q) = T(Q) + V_{ECP}(Q) + V_{SR-NA}(Q) + V_{LR-NA}(Q) + V_{Hartree}(Q) + V_{XC}(Q) \]  

(20)

The total energy per unit cell in this scheme is obtained as follows,

\[
E_{\text{total}} = \sum_{\alpha,\beta} \sum_{Q} D_{\alpha\beta}(Q) \left\{ \left[ T(Q) \right]_{\alpha\beta} + \left[ V_{ECP}(Q) \right]_{\alpha\beta} + \left[ V_{SR-NA}(Q) \right]_{\alpha\beta} \right\} 
+ E_{\text{XC}} + \sum_{(G\neq0)} \frac{1}{2} \frac{4\pi}{N_{FT}^2} \frac{1}{G^2} \left[ \rho(G) \right]^2 
+ \frac{\pi}{\eta V_{\text{cell}}} \sum_{\alpha} \sum_{Q} D_{\alpha\beta}(Q) S_{\beta\alpha}(Q) 
- \frac{4\pi}{N_{FT}} \sum_{A} \sum_{c} \frac{Z_A \rho(G)}{G^2} \exp \left( -\frac{G^2}{4\eta} \right) \exp \left( iG \cdot R_A \right) \sum_{(R_A, R_B, G=0)} \frac{Z_A Z_B \rho^{\text{eff}}(\sqrt{\eta} |R_A - R_B - Q|)}{|R_A - R_B - Q|} 
+ \frac{1}{2} \frac{4\pi}{V_{\text{cell}}} \sum_{A, B} \sum_{c} Z_A Z_B \frac{1}{G^2} \exp \left( -\frac{G^2}{4\eta} \right) \exp \left( iG \cdot (R_B - R_A) \right) 
- \left( \sum_{A} Z_A^2 \right) \sqrt{\frac{\eta}{\pi} - \frac{1}{2} \left( \sum_{A} Z_A \right)^2} \frac{\pi}{\eta V_{\text{cell}}} \right)
\]  

(21)

Here, \( G \) is the reciprocal lattice vector. \( E_{\text{XC}} \) is the exchange-correlation energy of the unit cell, which is written as \( E_{\text{XC}} = 0.5 \sum_{Q} \text{Tr} \left[ D(Q) V_{\text{Fock}}(Q) \right] \) in the Hartree-Fock approximation.

\( N_{FT} \) is the number of grids for the Fourier transform. \( \rho(G) = \sum_{r} \rho(r) \exp(-iG \cdot r) \), where \( r \) is the grid point for FFT calculations. Last four terms of the total energy come from the Ewald-type representation for the nuclear-nuclear repulsion energy.

### 2.4 Constant term

In this section, we discuss the terms of \( G = 0 \), which appears in the nuclear attraction and Hartree terms, and the nuclear-nuclear repulsion. The total energy formula of eq. (21) includes the constant terms, which are derived from considerations of \( G = 0 \). The Fourier coefficient of the electron density behaves in the limit of \( G = 0 \) as follows,

\[
\lim_{G \to 0} \rho(G) = \lim_{G \to 0} \sum_{r} \rho(r) \exp(-iG \cdot r) 
= \lim_{G \to 0} \left[ \sum_{r} \rho(r) \left( 1 - iGr \cos \theta + \frac{1}{2} G^2 r^2 \cos^2 \theta \right) \right] 
\approx \sum_{r} \rho(r) + \beta G^2 = N_{FT} \bar{\rho} + \beta G^2 
\]  

(22)
Here, we use $\lim_{G \to 0} \sum r(x) (-i G_r \cos \theta) = 0$ and $\bar{\rho} = (1/N_{FT}) \sum r(x) \rho(x)$. $\beta$ is a constant, however it disappears in the final form of the total energy, as shown bellow. On the other hand, the Hartree energy per unit cell is determined from the following equation:

$$E_{\text{Hartree}} = \frac{1}{2} \int_{V_{\text{cell}}} V_{dc}(r) \rho(r) \, dr$$

$$= \int_{V_{\text{cell}}} \frac{4\pi}{N_{FT}} \sum G \rho(G) \exp(i G \cdot r) \frac{1}{N_{FT}} \sum G' \rho(G') \exp(i G' \cdot r) \, dr$$

$$= \frac{4\pi}{N_{FT}^2} \sum_{G, G'} \frac{1}{2} \rho(G) \rho(G') V_{\text{cell}} \delta_{G', G} = \frac{4\pi}{N_{FT}^2} \sum_{G} \frac{\rho(G)}{G^2}$$

Here, we use $(1/V_{\text{cell}}) \int_{V_{\text{cell}}} \exp(i (G - G') \cdot r) \, dr = \delta_{G, G'}$ and $\rho^*(G) = \rho(-G)$. If we consider the limit of $G = 0$, the Hartree energy can be described as follows,

$$E_{\text{Hartree}} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{4\pi}{N_{FT}} V_{\text{cell}} \sum_{G, (G \neq 0)} \frac{\rho(G)}{G^2} + \frac{1}{2} \frac{4\pi}{V_{\text{cell}}} \beta \rho^2$$

$$\approx \sum_{G, (G \neq 0)} \frac{4\pi}{2} \frac{1}{N_{FT}^2} V_{\text{cell}} \left\{ \frac{\rho(G)}{G^2} + \lim_{G \to 0} \frac{4\pi}{N_{FT}^2} V_{\text{cell}} \left( N_{FT} \bar{\rho} + \beta G^2 \right) \right\}$$

$$\approx \sum_{G, (G \neq 0)} \frac{4\pi V_{\text{cell}}}{2} \frac{\rho(G)}{G^2} + \lim_{G \to 0} \frac{4\pi V_{\text{cell}} \bar{\rho}^2}{G^2} + \frac{4\pi}{N_{FT}} V_{\text{cell}} \beta \bar{\rho}$$

Next, we discuss the long-range nuclear attraction energy.

$$E_{\text{LR-NA}} = -\int_{V_{\text{cell}}} V_{\text{LR-NA}}(r) \rho(r) \, dr$$

$$= -\int_{V_{\text{cell}}} \frac{4\pi}{V_{\text{cell}}} \sum_{G} \sum_{A} Z_A \frac{1}{G^2} \exp \left( -\frac{G^2}{4\eta} \right) \exp \left( i G \cdot (r - R_A) \right) \frac{1}{N_{FT}} \sum G' \rho(G') \exp \left( i G' \cdot r \right) \, dr$$

$$= -\frac{4\pi}{N_{FT}} \sum_{G} \sum_{A} Z_A \frac{1}{G^2} \exp \left( -\frac{G^2}{4\eta} \right) \exp \left( i G \cdot R_A \right) \rho(G)$$

Then, the following asymptotic equation is obtained from the above term in the $G \to 0$ case.

$$\lim_{G \to 0} \frac{4\pi}{N_{FT}} \sum_{A} Z_A \frac{\rho(G)}{G^2} \exp \left( -\frac{G^2}{4\eta} \right) \exp \left( i G \cdot R_A \right) \approx \lim_{G \to 0} \frac{4\pi}{N_{FT}} \sum_{A} Z_A \left( 1 - \frac{G^2}{4\eta} \right) \left( N_{FT} \bar{\rho} + \beta G^2 \right)$$

$$\approx -\lim_{G \to 0} \frac{4\pi}{N_{FT}} \left( \sum_{A} Z_A \right) \bar{\rho} \frac{1}{G^2} + \frac{4\pi}{N_{FT}} \left( \sum_{A} Z_A \right) \beta + \frac{4\pi}{N_{FT}} \left( \sum_{A} Z_A \right) \bar{\rho} \frac{1}{4\eta}$$

$$= -\lim_{G \to 0} \frac{4\pi V_{\text{cell}}}{G^2} \frac{\rho^2}{G^2} + \frac{\pi}{\eta V_{\text{cell}}} \left( \sum_{A} Z_A \right) \sum_{A} D_{A} Q_{A} S_{A}$$
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Here, $\sum_{i}^{cell} Z_{A} = V_{cell} \rho$ and $\sum_{i}^{cell} Z_{A} = \sum_{i}^{cell} \rho(r_{i})$. The second term of eq. (26), which includes $\beta$, is cancelled out by the corresponding constant term of the Hartree energy of eq. (24). The asymptotic description for nucleus-nucleus repulsion term is obtained from the Ewald-type long range interaction as follows,

$$\lim_{G \to 0} \frac{1}{2} \sum_{G_{cell}, A, B} \sum_{i}^{cell} Z_{A} Z_{B} \frac{1}{G^{2}} \exp \left(-\frac{G^{2}}{4\eta}\right) \exp \left(i G \cdot (R_{B} - R_{A})\right)$$

$$= \lim_{G \to 0} \frac{1}{2} \sum_{G_{cell}, A, B} \sum_{i}^{cell} Z_{A} Z_{B} \frac{1}{G^{2}} \left(1 - \frac{G^{2}}{4\eta}\right)$$

$$= \lim_{G \to 0} \frac{1}{2} \sum_{G_{cell}, A, B} \sum_{i}^{cell} Z_{A} Z_{B} \frac{1}{G^{2}} \exp \left(-\frac{G^{2}}{4\eta}\right) \exp \left(i G \cdot (R_{B} - R_{A})\right)$$

The first term of eq. (27) is cancelled by the corresponding terms of eqs (24) and (26). The compensation of the self-interaction of the long-range nucleus-nucleus interaction also brings in the constant term, and the term can be obtained from $A = B$ in the long-range nucleus-nucleus interaction as follows,

$$\frac{1}{2} \sum_{G_{cell}, A} \sum_{i}^{cell} Z_{A}^{2} \frac{1}{G^{2}} \exp \left(-\frac{G^{2}}{4\eta}\right) \exp \left(i G \cdot 0\right)$$

$$= \frac{1}{2} \sum_{G_{cell}, A} \sum_{i}^{cell} Z_{A}^{2} \lim_{r \to \infty} \text{erf} \left(\frac{\sqrt{\eta} r}{r}\right) = \sum_{G_{cell}, A} \sum_{i}^{cell} Z_{A}^{2} \sqrt{\frac{\eta}{\pi}}$$

Here, we use $\lim_{r \to 0} \text{erf} \left(\frac{\sqrt{\eta} r}{r}\right) / r \approx 2\sqrt{\eta/\pi}$.

### 2.5 Recursion relation

In order to obtain the integrations in eqs (11) and (18), we can use the following recursion relation.

$$\langle a + 1_{z} | \exp(i G \cdot r) | b \rangle = \left\langle R_{z} - R_{z}^{A} + \frac{iG_{z}}{2} \right\rangle \left\langle a | \exp(i G \cdot r) | b \right\rangle$$

$$+ \frac{1}{2p} N_{z}(a) \langle a - 1_{z} | \exp(i G \cdot r) | b \rangle + \frac{1}{2p} N_{z}(b) \langle a | \exp(i G \cdot r) | b - 1_{z} \rangle$$

$$= \langle 0 | \exp(i G \cdot r) | 0 \rangle = \exp(-\mu |R_{A} - R_{B}|^{2}) \left(\frac{\pi}{p}\right)^{3} \exp \left(-\frac{G^{2}}{4\eta}\right) \exp(i G \cdot P)$$

$$\langle a | = \langle x - R_{x}^{A} \rangle^{a_{x}} \langle y - R_{y}^{A} \rangle^{a_{y}} \langle z - R_{z}^{A} \rangle^{a_{z}} \exp(-g_{a} |r - R_{A}|^{2})$$

Here, $p = g_{a} + g_{b}$, $\mu = \frac{g_{a} g_{b}}{(g_{a} + g_{b})}$, $a = (a_{x} \ a_{y} \ a_{z})$, $N_{z}(a) = a_{z}$, and $1_{z} = (\delta_{1_{z}} \ \delta_{1_{z}} \ \delta_{1_{z}})$ using Kronecker’s delta. $P = \frac{(g_{a} R_{A} + g_{b} R_{B})}{(g_{a} + g_{b})}$. $\xi$ represents one of $x$, $y$, or $z$. The
recursion relation is an expansion of the Obara and Saika (OS) technique for atomic orbital (AO) integrals. (Obara et al. 1986)

3. Screened Hartree-Fock exchange potential

3.1 Dielectric function and screened exchange potential

The screening effect caused by electron correlations is an important factor in determining the electronic structure of solid-state materials. The Fock exchange term can be represented as a bare interaction between electron and exchange hole in the Hartree–Fock approximation. (Parr et al. 1994) The electron correlation effect screens the interaction. In this section, we discuss the screening effect for bulk materials, especially semiconductors. The screening effect is closely related to the electric part of the dielectric function. The Thomas–Fermi model is a well-known dielectric model function for free electron gas. (Yu et al. 2005; Ziman 1979)

\[ \varepsilon_{TF}^s(k) = 1 + \left[ \left( \frac{k^2}{k_{TF}^2} \right)^{-1} \right]^{-1} \]  (30)

Here, \( k_{TF} \) is the Thomas–Fermi wave number. Although the Thomas–Fermi model is applicable for metallic system, it is not suitable to semiconductors because it diverges when \( k = 0 \). The dielectric constant of semiconductors must take a finite value at \( k = 0 \). Therefore, a number of different dielectric function models for semiconductors have been proposed for semiconductors. (Levine et al. 1982; Penn 1962) and Bechstedt et al. proposed the following model to reproduce the property of semiconductors. (Bechstedt et al. 1992; Cappellini et al. 1993)

\[ \varepsilon_{Bechstedt}^s(k) = 1 + \left[ (\varepsilon_s - 1)^{-1} + \alpha \left( \frac{k^2}{k_{TF}^2} \right) + \frac{k^4}{4k_T^2k_{TF}^3/3} \right]^{-1} \]  (31)

Here, \( k_f \) is the Fermi wave number whose value depends on the average electron density. \( \varepsilon_s \) is the electric part of the dielectric constant. The value of coefficient \( \alpha \) is determined in such way that it fits to the random phase approximation (RPA) calculation, and Bechstedt et al. reported that the values of \( \alpha \) do not display a strong dependence on the material type. In this paper, we employ \( \alpha = 1.563 \) according to their suggestion. The most important point is that the Bechstedt’s model does not diverge at \( k = 0 \); \( \varepsilon_{Bechstedt}^s(k = 0) = \varepsilon_s \). In this paper, we simplify Bechstedt’s model, and employ the following dielectric function model.

\[ \varepsilon(k) = 1 + \left[ (\varepsilon_s - 1)^{-1} + \alpha \left( \frac{k^2}{k_{TF}^2} \right) \right]^{-1} \]  (32)

The following equation is obtained from the above equation through the inversion.

\[ \frac{1}{\varepsilon(k)} = \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\varepsilon_s} \right) \frac{k^2}{k^2 + k_{TF}^2} + \frac{1}{\varepsilon_s} \]  (33-1)
\[
\hat{k}_{TF}^2 = \frac{k^2}{\alpha \left( \frac{1}{\varepsilon_s} - 1 \right) + 1}
\]

(33-2)

Then, we obtain the following screened potential from these equations and the Fourier transform.

\[
V(r) = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^3} \int \frac{4\pi}{k^2} \exp(i\mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{r}) d\mathbf{k} = \left(1 - \frac{1}{\varepsilon_s}\right) \exp\left(\frac{-\hat{k}_{TF} r}{r}\right) + \frac{1}{\varepsilon_s} \frac{1}{r}
\]

(34)

The first term in the above equation represents the short range screened potential. However, since the screening effect is not complete in the semiconductors, the partial bare interaction appears in the second term. Conversely, for metallic systems, i.e., \( \varepsilon_s \to \infty \), complete screening is achieved, and the second term disappears.

The Yukawa type potential, \( \exp(-q_r/r) \), is difficult to handle with Gaussian basis sets, and therefore we employ \( \text{erfc}(wr)/r \) instead of the Yukawa potential because the both functions behaves similarly if the relation \( q_r = 3w/2 \) holds true. (Shimazaki et al. 2008) The use of a complementary error function provides a highly efficient algorithm for calculating Gaussian-based atomic orbital integrals. Thus, we obtain the following approximation.

\[
V(r) \approx \left(1 - \frac{1}{\varepsilon_s}\right) \frac{\text{erfc}(2\hat{k}_{TF} r/3)}{r} + \frac{1}{\varepsilon_s} \frac{1}{r}
\]

(35)

Based on the above discussions, we employ the following screened Fock exchange in this paper.

\[
\begin{align*}
\left[ V_X^{\text{screened}}(w, \varepsilon_s) \right]_{\alpha \beta} &= -\sum_{\gamma, \delta} D_{\gamma \delta} \int \chi_\alpha(r_1) \chi_\gamma(r_1) \\
\times \left(1 - \frac{1}{\varepsilon_s}\right) \frac{\text{erfc}(wr_{12})}{r_{12}} + \frac{1}{\varepsilon_s} \frac{1}{r_{12}} \right) \chi_\delta(r_2) \chi_\gamma(r_2) d\mathbf{r}_1 d\mathbf{r}_2 \\
&\equiv -\sum_{\gamma, \delta} D_{\gamma \delta} \left[ V_X^{\text{screened}}(w) \right]_{\alpha \beta} + \frac{1}{\varepsilon_s} \left[ V_X^{\text{Fock}} \right]_{\alpha \beta}
\end{align*}
\]

(36)

Here, \( w = 2\hat{k}_{TF}/3 \). The screened Fock exchange includes parameters such as \( \hat{k}_{TF} \) and \( \varepsilon_s \), which strongly depend on the material. When \( \varepsilon_s = 1 \), eq. (36) reduces to the ordinary Fock exchange; \( V_X^{\text{screened}}(\hat{k}_{TF}, 1) = V_X^{\text{HF}} \).

### 3.2 Local potential approximation

The semiconductors discussed in this paper have a large Thomas-Fermi wave vector; thus, the screening length becomes small and the first term of eq. (36) mainly takes into account short-range interactions and small non-local contributions. This potentially allows the first term to be approximated by a local potential and to neglect its non-local contribution. In this paper, we examine the LDA functional as a replacement for the first term of eq. (36). Although the LDA functional is not the same as the local component of first term of eq. (36), this replacement can expand the scope of eq. (36), because electron correlations other than...
the screening effect can be taken into account through the LDA functional. We should note that Bylander et al. employed a similar strategy.\cite{Bylander1990} In this paper, we examine the following potentials:

\begin{equation}
V_{\text{screened}}(\varepsilon_s) = \left(1 - \frac{1}{\varepsilon_s}\right)V_{\text{Slater}} + \frac{1}{\varepsilon_s}V_{\text{Fock}}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
V_{\text{screened}}(\varepsilon_s) = \left(1 - \frac{1}{\varepsilon_s}\right)V_{\text{Slater}} + \frac{1}{\varepsilon_s}V_{\text{Fock}} + V_{\text{VWN}}
\end{equation}

Here, \(V_{\text{Slater}}\) is the Slater exchange term, and \(V_{\text{VWN}}\) is the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair (VWN) correlation term. The above potentials appear to be types of hybrid-DFT functional. The relation between the screened HF exchange potential and the hybrid-DFT functional is discussed later. Equations (37) and (38) have a system-dependent HF exchange fraction, which is unusual for the ordinal hybrid-DFT method. In metal systems, that is, \(\varepsilon_s \to \infty\), the above potential reduces to the ordinal LDA functional. It is worth noting that eqs. (37) and (38) depend on only \(\varepsilon_s\), although eq. (36) depends on two parameters, namely, \(k_{TF}\) and \(\varepsilon_s\).

### 3.3 Self consistent scheme for dielectric constant

In eqs (36), (37), and (38), the fraction of the Fock exchange term is proportional to the inverse of the dielectric constant. Consequently, in order to use these equations, we must know the value of the dielectric constant for the target semiconductor. Although an experimentally obtained value is a possible candidate, here we discuss a self-consistent scheme for theoretically considering the dielectric constant. In this scheme, the static dielectric constant is assumed to be obtained from the following equations: \cite{Ziman1979}

\begin{equation}
\varepsilon_s = 1 + \left(\frac{\omega_p}{\bar{E}_{\text{gap}}}\right)^2
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\bar{E}_{\text{gap}} = \frac{1}{K} \sum_k \left(\lambda^k_{\text{LUMO}} - \lambda^k_{\text{HOMO}}\right)
\end{equation}

Here, \(\lambda^k_{\text{HOMO}}\) and \(\lambda^k_{\text{LUMO}}\) are the HOMO and LUMO energies, respectively, at wave vector \(k\). \(\bar{E}_{\text{gap}}\) is the average energy gap, and \(\omega_p\) is the plasma frequency, the value of which is obtained from \(\omega_p = \sqrt{4\pi n_e e^2/m}\). Equation (39-1) depends on the averaged energy gap because the dielectric constant reflects overall responses of k-space. The equation is combined with equations (36), (37), or (38) in the self-consistent-field (SCF) loop, and \(\varepsilon_s\) and \(\bar{E}_{\text{gap}}\) are calculated and renewed in each SCF step. Here, the fraction of the HF exchange term, which is proportional to \(\varepsilon_s^{-1}\), is not constant throughout the SCF cycle. We obtain the self-consistent dielectric constant and the energy band structure after the iterative procedure. Notably, this self-consistent scheme does not refer to any experimental results.
4. Application for GFT method and screened HF exchange potential

4.1 Diamond, silicon, AlP, AlAs, GaP, and GaAs

In this section, we present the energy band structures of the following semiconductors: diamond (C), silicon (Si), AlP, AlAs, GaP, and GaAs. We discuss the electronic structures of these semiconductors on the basis of the HF method, the local density approximation (LDA), and the hybrid-DFT method. The Slater-Vosko-Wilk-Nusair (SVWN) functional (Slater 1974; Vosko et al. 1980) and the B3LYP functional, (Becke 1993 b) the latter of which includes 80% of the Slater local density functional V_{Slater}, 72% of the Becke88 (B88)-type gradient correction ΔV_{B88} (Becke 1988), and 20% of the HF exchange term, are employed for the LDA and the hybrid-DFT calculations, respectively. The B3LYP functional is shown below: (Becke 1993 b)

\[
\begin{align*}
V_{B3LYP} & = 0.8V_{Slater} + 0.72\Delta V_{B88} + 0.2V_{Fock} + V_{B3LYP}^{\text{Slater}} \\
V_{C}^{B3LYP} & = 0.19V_{VWN}^{\text{Slater}} + 0.81V_{C}^{\text{LYP}}
\end{align*}
\]

Here, V_{LYP}^C is the Lee–Yang–Parr correlation functional. (Lee et al. 1988) We used the 6-21G* basis set, which was proposed by Catti et al. (Catti et al. 1993), for diamond calculations. On the other hand, we employ the effective core potential proposed by Stevens et al. for silicon, AlP, AlAs, GaP, and GaAs. (Stevens et al. 1984; Stevens et al. 1992) The exponents and contraction coefficients listed in our previous paper are employed for the atomic orbitals for Si, Al, P, As, and Ga. (Shimazaki et al. 2010) We employ 24 × 24 × 24 k-points for the Fourier transform technique, and 25 × 25 × 25 mesh grid points are used, to calculate the valence electron contribution of the Hartree term. In addition to these, we employ the truncation condition of third neighboring cells. It should be noted that the truncation affect only the HF exchange and “core” Hartree (Coulomb) terms. In this section, we also present calculation results obtained from the screening HF exchange potential.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>AlP</th>
<th>AlAs</th>
<th>GaP</th>
<th>GaAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lattice constant</td>
<td>6.74</td>
<td>10.26</td>
<td>10.30</td>
<td>10.70</td>
<td>10.30</td>
<td>10.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{cell}</td>
<td>76.76</td>
<td>207.11</td>
<td>273.10</td>
<td>305.90</td>
<td>273.10</td>
<td>304.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_s</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k_{Fermi}</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k_{TF}</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε_s</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>7.54</td>
<td>8.16</td>
<td>10.75</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k_{TF}</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε_s^{-1}</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Parameters for semiconductors in atomic unit [a.u.]

Table 1 presents the lattice constants and the dielectric constants of those semiconductors; the lattice constant, the volume of the unit cell V_{cell}, and the screening parameters are given in atomic units (a.u.). Here, the eight valence electrons in the unit cell are considered for
calculating the screening parameters. These parameters are used in the screened HF exchange potential, for example $\varepsilon_s$ in Table 1 is used for eqs (36), (37), and (38). On the other hand, calculation results based on the self-consistent procedure are presented in Section 3.2. Table 2 presents the direct and indirect bandgaps calculated by the SVWN, HF, and B3LYP methods for semiconductors, here we also show experimental bandgap values (Yu et al. 2005). The direct bandgap of GaAs is the same as the minimum energy difference. The SVWN functional underestimates the bandgaps in comparison with the experimental ones. The kind of underestimation is a well-known problem of LDA. On the other hand, the HF method overestimates the bandgap properties, and the B3LYP method yields better calculation results. However, the calculation results of B3LYP are more complex than the LDA and HF; for example, the B3LYP functional gives calculation results that are close to the experimental bandgap in diamond case, but the same functional overestimates the bandgaps for AlAs, AlP, and GaP. The B3LYP functional yields the indirect bandgap of 3.3 eV for AlAs, whereas the experimental property is 2.2 eV. While the B3LYP functional gives 3.6 eV for the indirect bandgap of AlP, the experimental one is 2.5 eV. In the case of GaP, the B3LYP and experimental bandgaps are 3.3 eV and 2.4 eV, respectively. The B3LYP functional can reproduce the experimental band structure of diamond well, however the results are poorer for other semiconductors such as AlAs, AlP, and GaP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HF [eV]</th>
<th>SVWN [eV]</th>
<th>B3LYP [eV]</th>
<th>Exp. [eV]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlP</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlAs</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaP</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Theoretical and experimental bandgaps of semiconductors [eV].

Next, we discuss the screened HF exchange potential discussed in Section 3. The direct and indirect bandgaps calculated by the screened HF exchange potential are presented in Table 3. The overall calculation results are better than those from the SVWN, HF, and B3LYP methods. Equation (36) tends to underestimate the indirect bandgap, however eqs (37) and (38), which use the Slater functional instead of $V_{SR-X}^w$, show good agreement with the experimental results. The underestimation obtained from eq. (36) may cause that the equation takes into account only the screening effect. On the other hand, the VWN correlation functional of eq. (38) slightly improves the calculation results. However, it should be noted that there is a larger gap between the experimental direct bandgap of AlP and our calculation result. The experimental value determined by photoluminescence spectroscopy is 3.62 eV (Monemar 1973), and our calculation result of eq. (38) is 4.9 eV. Zhu et al. noted that the experimentally obtained spectrum was broad and poorly defined due to a high concentration of defects in the AlP sample.
They also contended that the transition from $\Gamma_{15c}$ to $X_{3c}$ was assigned in error. They calculated 4.38 eV as the direct bandgap by the GW method, which is closer to our calculation result.

![Experimental and theoretical bandgap properties. Circles indicate calculation results based on screened HF exchange method (sEX) of eq. (38) with experimental dielectric constant, and triangles and squares denote SVWN and B3LYP results, respectively.](image)

Table 3. Bandgaps obtained from screened HF exchange potential with experimental $\varepsilon_s$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Eq. (36) [eV]</th>
<th>Eq. (37) [eV]</th>
<th>Eq. (38) [eV]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlP</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlAs</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaP</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Theoretical bandgaps of diamond, silicon, AlP, AlAs, GaP, and GaAs, which are obtained from SVWN, B3LYP, and eq. (38), are shown with the experimental bandgaps in Figure 1. From the figure, we can easily confirm that the LDA (SVWN) functional underestimates the experimental bandgap. On the other hand, the B3LYP method reproduces the experimental results for diamond well, but overestimates AlP, AlAs, and GaP. The screened HF exchange potential shows good agreements with experiment (Yu et
al. 2005). The energy band structures of diamond, silicon, AlP, AlAs, GaP, and GaAs, which are obtained from eq. (38), are presented in Figure 2.

![Energy band structure](image)

Fig. 2. Energy band structure calculated using eq. (38) with experimental dielectric constant: diamond, silicon, AlP, AlAs, GaP, and GaAs

### 4.2 Self-consistent calculation for dielectric constant

We summarize the calculation results with the self-consistent dielectric constant, the scheme of which is discussed in Section 2.4, in Table 4. The self-consistent scheme brings in calculation results that are similar to those obtained by using an experimental dielectric constant; for example, eq. (36) based on the self-consistent dielectric constant yields 5.5 eV for the indirect bandgap of diamond, and the use of the experimental dielectric constant yields 5.6 eV.
We demonstrate change of \( \varepsilon \) in the SCF cycle of eq. (36) combined with eq. (39) for diamond in Figure 3. In the figure, we prepare for two different starting (initial) electronic structures; one is the HF electronic structure, and the other is the LDA-SVWN one. In the HF reference calculation, \( \varepsilon \) is underestimated at the early stages of iterative calculations, and then converged to the final value. Conversely, the procedure started from the LDA-SVWN overestimates the dielectric constant at the early stages. There are differences in the initial steps of the self-consistent (SC) cycles, however those dielectric constants are converged to the same value through the iterative calculations. Thus, the same energy band structure is obtained from the SCF cycles even if the initial electronic structures are different. In other words, the self-consistent method does not depend on the starting (initial) electronic structure. On the other hand, the single-shot method, in which the SCF loop is only once calculated, strongly depends on the reference electronic structure. The HF-referenced single-shot calculation underestimates the dielectric constant, \( \varepsilon = 2.9 \), and it overestimates the bandgap property; the direct and indirect bandgap are 8.5 eV and 6.3 eV, respectively, because the HF method tends to overestimate the bandgap property. On the other hand, the SVWN-referenced single-shot method overestimates the dielectric constant, \( \varepsilon = 8.1 \), and underestimates the bandgap property; the direct and indirect bandgaps are 6.6 eV and 4.4 eV, respectively. Thus, the single-shot calculations yield different results. Table 5 lists the theoretically determined dielectric constants based on eqs (36), (37), and (38). These calculation results present slight underestimations of the dielectric constant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Eq. (36) [eV]</th>
<th>Eq. (37) [eV]</th>
<th>Eq. (38) [eV]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIP</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlAs</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaP</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Bandgaps obtained from the screened HF exchange potential with self-consistent dielectric constant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Eq. (36)</th>
<th>Eq. (37)</th>
<th>Eq. (38)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>6.31</td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>6.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>10.90</td>
<td>11.14</td>
<td>10.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIP</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>8.69</td>
<td>8.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlAs</td>
<td>9.14</td>
<td>8.92</td>
<td>8.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaP</td>
<td>8.65</td>
<td>8.87</td>
<td>8.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>9.27</td>
<td>9.75</td>
<td>9.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Dielectric constants calculated from self-consistent scheme based on eq. (39)
5. Discussion

We summarize the inverse of the dielectric constant in Table 1. Those values represent the fraction of the HF exchange term incorporated into the screened HF exchange potential; for example, about 18% and about 8% of the HF exchange terms are used in the screened HF exchange potential for diamond and silicon, respectively. On the other hand, 20% is used for all material in the B3LYP functional. In the case of diamond, the fraction in the proposed method takes a value similar to the fraction in the B3LYP method. However, the HF fraction of the B3LYP functional is larger compared with those of other semiconductors. The B3LYP functional potentially overestimates the bandgap values, other than that of diamond, because a larger fraction of the HF exchange term causes a larger energy bandgap. The HF fraction of the B3LYP functional is set to reproduce the properties of the G1 basis set, which mainly covers light elements such as N, C, and O, and small molecules such as methane, ammonia, and silane. (Curtiss et al. 1990; Pople et al. 1989) Thus, the parameter set of the B3LYP functional is especially suitable for organic molecules. However, the B3LYP functional is not designed for solid-state materials. In order to employ the hybrid-DFT method to solid-state materials, the fraction of the HF exchange term must be decided appropriately.

Here, we emphasize the similarity between the screened HF exchange potential and the hybrid-DFT method. While eqs (37) and (38) are derived from the model dielectric function
of eq. (32) and the local potential approximation, these equations appear to be a type of hybrid-DFT functional. The hybrid-DFT method was introduced by Becke in 1993 by using the adiabatic connection,(Becke 1993 a) and some empirical justifications, such as compensation of the intrinsic self-interaction error (SIE) of semi-local exchange-correlation functional, have been discussed.(Janesko et al. 2009) On the other hand, from the careful observation of actual behaviors of HF and semi-local DFT calculation, the mixing of the HF fraction is reported to bring in useful cancelation, because the semi-local DFT functional have a tendency to overestimate the strength of covalent bonds, and the HF method has the opposite feature.(Janesko et al. 2009) Now, we have proposed an interpretation that the HF fraction represents the incompleteness of the screening effect in semiconductors. Besides, its incompleteness can be described by the inverse of the electronic component of the dielectric constant. This discussion will be helpful to determine an appropriate HF exchange fractions for the target solid-state material.

The screened HF exchange method can be regard as a type of the generalized Kohn-Shan (GKS) method.(Seidl et al. 1996) In the GKS framework, the screened-exchange LDA (sX-LDA) method, which is proposed by Seidl et al., can reproduce eigenvalue gaps in good agreement with experimental bandgaps of several semiconductors. They also presented a calculation result for germanium, employing a semiconductor dielectric function model proposed by Bechstedt et al., and reported that the screening effect of the Bechstedt model is weaker than the Thomas-Fermi model. This feature should correspond to the incompleteness of the screening effect of semiconductors discussed in Section 3.1 because our dielectric function can be derived from a simplification of the Bechstedt model. We should note that the true quasi-particle bandgap is different from the band gap of the GKS method due to the derivative discontinuity of the exchange-correlation potential. However, the discontinuity is, to some extent, incorporated in the GKS single-particle eigenvalues. This fundamental feature of the GKS formalism brings in the improvements of the bandgap calculations of the screened HF exchange method.

Next, we discuss the HSE functional including a splitting parameter $\omega$. The splitting parameter is used to divide the potential into short- and long-range interactions, where the relation of $1/r = \text{erfc}(or)/r + \text{erf}(or)/r$ is used. The HSE functional has a form similar to our screened HF exchange potential due to the use of $\text{erfc}(or)/r$. However, we need to pay attention to the value of $\omega$. In the HSE functional refined by Krukau et al. in 2006, $\omega = 0.11$ is recommended for the parameter.(Krukau et al. 2006) Conversely, in our screened HF exchange potential, the corresponding parameter takes about 0.8. Thus, in the HSE functional, the term of $\text{erfc}(or)/r$ can take into account a longer interaction than ours. On the other hand, in our method, the term including $\text{erfc}(or)/r$ can represent only short-range interaction because of a large $\omega$ value. The long-range interaction in our method is incorporated by the bare HF exchange interaction represented by the second term of eq. (36). The HSE functional has a different theoretical background from our method. Therefore, even if the similar term appears in both methods, the physical meaning is different.

Although the screened HF exchange method and the GW method are taken into account in real space and momentum space, respectively, the both theoretical concepts may be similar, especially in the Coulomb hole plus screened exchange (COHSEX) approximation, because the dielectric function plays an important role in both methods. Gygi et al. have reported that the diagonal-COHSEX approximation has a tendency to underestimate the indirect bandgap property.(Gygi et al. 1986) This feature of diagonal-COHSEX approximation...
resembles calculation results determined by eq. (36). The both neglect the energy dependence of the self-energy, and this simplification possibly causes the underestimation of the indirect bandgap property.

In order to describe the screened HF exchange method, we adopt the Gaussian-based formalism; however, our method is not restricted to Gaussian basis sets, and can be used together with other basis set such as the plane-wave basis set. Conversely, the linear muffin-tin orbital (LMTO) and linearized augmented plane wave (LAPW) methods can taken into account the HF exchange term (Martin 2004) thus our methodology can be easily introduced and implemented in these methods.

6. Summary

This chapter explains the GFT method, which is based on the Gaussian-basis formalism. In the GFT method, the periodic Hartree potential is expanded by auxiliary plane waves, and those expansion coefficients can be calculated by Fourier transform method. We discuss that this simple approach enables us to estimate the Hartree term efficiently. In addition to this, we discuss the screened HF exchange potential, which has a close relationship to the hybrid-DFT method and the GW approximation. In the screened HF exchange potential, the fraction of the HF exchange term is proportional to the inverse of the static dielectric constant, and therefore it depends on the target material. In this chapter, we present not only experimental values but also a self-consistent scheme for the estimation of the dielectric constant. We also discuss that the local potential approximation can expand the possibility of the screened HF exchange method, and it is useful to speculation between the screening effect and the HF fraction term appeared in the hybrid DFT functional.

We have demonstrated the energy band structure of diamond, silicon, AlP, AlAs, GaP, and GaAs from the GFT method and the screened HF exchange potential. The combination of these methodologies can reproduce the experimental bandgap property well. On the other hand, the HF method overestimates the bandgap, while the local DFT (SVWN) method underestimate the bandgap. These kinds of discrepancy between theory and experiment cause the manipulation of the HF exchange term. The fraction of the HF exchange term is closely related to the screening effect, and thus we need to determine the fraction appropriately according to the target system. The discussion in this chapter will be a helpful guideline to determine the fraction.
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